KeyByte LLC is a cloud and on premise database optimization company. We're looking for an undergrad intern with a background in Computer Science or Computer Engineering.

**Skills required for internship:**
- Frontend development tools, (React/CSS)
- Python, C++
- NoSQL Database technologies

**Skills preferred for internship:**
- Cloud computing technologies, such as AWS
- Software testing and refactoring
- Ability to develop software in Go, Swift, C++ or other programming languages
- Experience developing web applications using at least one popular web framework

At KeyByte, we engineer technologies to rightsize your NoSQL database to your workload characteristics. Our tech can be licensed to your company or we have an integrated software package to rightsize your cloud DB or your on-prem DB.

**RELEVANT AREAS OF STUDY**
- Computer Science
- Computer Engineering

**ADDITIONAL DETAILS**
This internship will work under a team of two professors who are the co-founders and are ML and cloud engineering experts.

- Prof. Somali Chaterji: https://schaterji.io
- Prof. Saurabh Bagchi: https://bagchi.github.io

Following the Summer 2022 internship, future work opportunities could be available.

Internship will be based in West Lafayette, IN

**APPLY HERE**

Upon completion of the internship project, students will receive a $6,000 scholarship.